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Abstract
In this letter we investigate the ultra-violet behaviour of four-point one-loop gluon amplitudes
in dimensions greater than four coupled to various particles types. We discuss the structure of
the counterterms and their inherent symmetries.
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1 Introduction
In this letter we study the ultra-violet behaviour of higher dimensional Yang-Mills theories. In four
dimensions, Yang-Mills theory [1] has a dimensionless coupling constant and is in fact renormalis-
able [2]. However, for D > 4 the coupling constant has dimensions,
[g2] = (D − 4) (1:1)
and the presence of any ultra-violet innities would potentially render the theory non-renormalisable.
We shall examine the counterterms for pure Yang-Mills and Yang-Mills coupled to a range of matter
contents. In general, innities in gluon scattering amplitudes are removed by counterterms of the
form
DmFn (1:2)
(where the indices on the eld strength Fab have been suppressed). By determining the counterterms
we aim to gain insight into the structures needed to regulate theories with dimensionfull coupling
constants. This is in many ways the opposite approach from starting with a very symmetric theory
at high energies and taking the low energy limit. Instead we hope to \rediscover" structures such
as superstrings [3] by extrapolating to high energies. In some senses, the behaviour of Yang-Mills
in D > 4 mirrors that of gravity in D > 2 and we hope to extend our investigations to the case of
gravity [4].
We work within a dimensional reduction prescription [5], in which the one-loop amplitudes are
nite in odd dimensions. Thus in even dimensions, at one-loop, there is the possibility of divergences
in the amplitudes. For dimensions D = 6; 8 and 10 we nd the complete counterterm structure and
for even dimensions where D > 10 we nd an illustrative amplitude containing a non-vanishing
divergence.
We shall determine the counterterms by the calculation of on-shell physical amplitudes. In a
gauge theory the two- and three-point functions vanish on-shell and hence will not determine the
counterterm structure and we must evaluate four-point amplitudes. (Thus we are eectively only
sensitive to divergences up to DmFn with n  4.)
2 Organisation of the Amplitudes
Although we are interested in amplitudes in D > 4, we can still use some of the powerful tech-
niques used to evaluate amplitudes in D = 4 [6]. In particular, we shall use a form of \spinor-
helicity" [7], \color-ordering" [8, 9] and a supersymmetric organisation of particle type. Organising
amplitudes carefully according to helicity, color and spin can be termed \total quantum number
management" [10].
Spinor Helicity: Spinor helicity is principally a four dimensional concept where the polarisation
vectors µ are realised as combinations [7] of Weyl spinors jki,
+µ (k; q) =
hq−j γµ jk−ip
2 hq ki 
−




where k is the gluon momentum and q is an arbitrary null ‘reference momentum’ which drops out of
the nal gauge-invariant amplitudes. The plus and minus labels on the polarization vectors refer to
the gluon helicities and we use the notation hiji  hk−i jk+j i ; [ij]  hk+i jk−j i. These spinor products
are anti-symmetric and satisfy hi ji [j i] = 2ki  kj  sij. For four-point amplitudes we will use the
usual Mandelstam variables s = s12, t = s14 and u = s13.
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We can use four dimensional helicity provided we identify a suitable four dimensional subspace
of the D dimensions. If we have a four-point amplitude, momentum conservation implies we can use
the three independent 3-momenta plus time to dene a four dimensional subspace. In this frame the
momenta of the scattered particles lie exclusively in the four dimensional hyperspace. Dening
xa = (xµ;xI) (2:2)
where there are D − 4 coordinates xI . With this choice of coordinates
kIi = 0 (2:3)





Ia = ( 0 ; 0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0)
(2:4)
which provide D − 2 independent polarisation vectors.
Color Ordering: One-loop SU(Nc) gauge theory amplitudes can be written in terms of independent
color-ordered partial amplitudes multiplied by an associated color structure [8, 9]. The decomposition
of the four-point one-loop gluon amplitude (with adjoint particles in the loop) is
A4(fai; ki; ig) = g4
X
σ




Tr(T aρ(1)T aρ(2))Tr(T aρ(3)T aρ(4)) A4;3((1); (2); (3); (4))
(2:5)
where ai, ki and i are respectively the color index, momentum and polarisation of the ith external
gluon. We have also abbreviated the arguments of the ‘partial amplitudes’, An;j, by the labels i of
the legs and the T ai are fundamental representation matrices, normalized so that Tr(T aT b) = ab.
The sums over  and  include all non-cyclic permutations of the indicies (i) and (i) which leave
the color trace structure invariant. The structure for any number of legs is similar, with no more than
two color traces appearing in each term (at one-loop). String theory suggests, and it has been proven
in eld theory, that the An;j>1 may be obtained from An;1 by an appropriate permutation sum [9].
Thus, we need only consider the An;1, for they contain the information necessary to reconstruct
the full one-loop amplitude, and any identity proven for the An;1 extends automatically to the full
amplitude. From here on we shall concentrate upon An;1 (often abbreviated to An).
Using spinor helicity, the color ordered amplitudes A4(1; 2; 3; 4) can be organised according to
the helicity of the external states which, by convention, we take to be outgoing. For D = 4, there
are only four independent amplitudes,
A4(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+); A4(1−; 2+; 3+; 4+); A4(1−; 2−; 3+; 4+); A4(1−; 2+; 3−; 4+) (2:6)
the others being obtained by conjugation or cyclic permutation. In D > 4 we also have to consider
A4(1+; 2+; 3I ; 4I); A4(1+; 2I ; 3+; 4I); A4(1−; 2+; 3I ; 4I); A4(1−; 2I ; 3+; 4I) (2:7)
and
A4(1I ; 2I ; 3J ; 4J ); A4(1I ; 2J ; 3I ; 4J ); A4(1I ; 2I ; 3I ; 4I) (2:8)
where I 6= J .
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Particle Content: Loop amplitudes depend upon the particle content of the theory and for gauge
theories these depend upon both the spin and gauge representation of the particles. To determine
the total ultra-violet structure we must determine these dierent contributions. We concentrate
upon particles which lie in the adjoint of the gauge group and consider the contributions from three
particle types: complex scalar, fermion, and vector, which we denote by A[J ]n;1 where J may be S, F or
V . We draw upon lessons from string-based techniques for computing one-loop amplitudes in gauge
theories [11] which reveal that the gluon amplitudes are most simply calculated [12] by evaluating
the contributions from dierent supersymmetry multiplets. In D = 4, these contributions are those
from a N = 4 supermultiplet and from a N = 1 matter multiplet,
AN=4n;1  A[V ]n;1 + 4A[F ]n;1 + 3A[S]n;1
AN=1 chiraln;1  A[F ]n;1 + A[S]n;1
(2:9)
Experience shows that these are considerably easier to calculate than A[V ]n;1 and A
[F ]
n;1 and from these












For 4  D  10 similar supersymmetric decompositions are very useful, but the exact form is
dimension dependent due to the changing nature of the spinors involved, however one combination
is always the dimensional reduction of the D = 10;N = 1 theory. The contribution from this
multiplet has been calculated previously (using the low energy limit of string theory) [13] and the
nal result in this case is particularly simple; the amplitude is proportional to stAtree times a scalar
box integral. (The simplication in the maximally supersymmetric case has allowed the calculation
of the two-loop four-point amplitude [14].) The results for general particle type contain considerably
more structure.
3 Evaluating Amplitudes
There are a variety of techniques for calculating loop amplitudes, often more ecient than a Feynman
diagram approach. In our calculations, we illustrate the use of two quite dierent alternates to
Feynman diagrams.
Firstly, we use the Bern-Kosower rules for evaluating QCD amplitudes [11] which arose from the
low energy limit of string theory amplitudes. In conventional eld theory they have been shown to
be related to mixed gauge choices [15] and also to the \World-line formalism" [16]. Since String
theory exists most naturally in D = 10 or D = 26, the rules are trivially adapted to D > 4.
Secondly, we use Cutkosky cutting techniques [17]. The optical theorem leads to the Cutkosky
cutting rules in eld theory and it is possible to use these rules to determine amplitudes provided
one evaluates the cuts to \all orders in ". (This is within the context of dimensional regularisation
where amplitudes are evaluated in D = 2N−2.) These all- results allow a complete reconstruction
of the amplitude and by analytically continuing in dimension one can obtain the amplitudes for a
range of dimensions.
From Cutting: As a rst example, consider the amplitude where the external gluons all have the
same helicity and that helicity is +. This has been calculated to all- previously (although evaluated
3
around  = 0) [18]. To illustrate the technique consider the cut in this amplitude in the s-channel
with all the gluons out-going. According to the Cutkosky rules it is given by
Disc A1−loop4 (1








Atree4 (−‘s1; 1+; 2+; ‘s2)Atree4 (−‘s2; 3+; 4+; ‘s1)
(3:1)






Figure 1: The s-channel cut
To use the cutting rules to determine amplitudes precisely, we must be careful in evaluating the
tree ampitudes. Dimensional regularisation applies to the internal loop momentum meaning that
internal and external legs are evaluated in dierent dimensions. For our case this means the external
legs lie in 2N dimensions and the internal legs lie in D = 2N − 2 dimensions. (For calculational
purposes we have let the 2N dimensional external momenta dene a four dimensional hyperspace.)
In this example we will consider a complex scalar within the loop and with these denitions, the
tree amplitude for a complex scalar propagating in the loop is
Atree4







(l1 − k1)2 (3:2)
where  denotes the D − 4 dimensional components of the loop momentum l1. (In four dimensions
there are −2 of these, but for D > 4 the number of these is not innitesmal.) Thus
Disc A1−loop4 (1
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h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
(D − 4)(D − 2)
8
ID+44 (3:5)
where the n-point scalar one-loop integral in D dimensions is





p2(p− k1)2(p − k1 − k2)2 : : : (p − k1 − k2 − : : : − kn−1)2 (3:6)
This integral will contain divergences in even dimensions and extracting these for this amplitude
gives






h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
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h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
(2t2 + st + 2s2)
1680





h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
(3s3 + st2 + s2t + 3t3)
30240





h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
(12s4 + 3s3t + 2s2t2 + 3st3 + 12t4)
1995840





h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
(10s5 + 2s4t + s3t2 + s2t3 + 2st4 + 10t5)
34594560
(3:7)
These clearly show that this amplitude has a non-vanishing divergence for even dimensions where
6  D  14. Although, we do not explicitely present them, the amplitude has a non-vanishing
divergence all even dimensions, D  16.
From String Based Rules: The string based rules provide a compact mechanism for obtaining
the Feynman parameter polynomials in one-loop integrals. For example, examining the amplitude
A4(1−; 2+; 3+; 4+) using these rules, we nd the contribution to the one-loop amplitude in D = 4















where the Feynman parameter integrals are





























The String based rules for D = 4 arise from a reduction of D = 10 string theory, so the rules can
be trivially adapted to any D  10 and the Worldline formalism suggest they would be valid in any
dimension. The Feynman parameter polynomial will be identical in all dimensions and so evaluating
the loop integrals we have the following overall divergences





[1 2] h2 3i h3 4i [4 1]
st
240
D = 8 : 0











For these choices of helicity, A4(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+) and A4(1−; 2+; 3+; 4+), the supersymmetric con-
tributions vanish in any dimension D  10. In D = 4 this is shown using supersymmetric Ward
identities [19] and for D > 4 the supersymmetric algebra contains the D = 4 superalgebra as a
subalgebra and hence these contributions will also vanish.
Counterterms in D = 6: The structure of the counterterms in D = 6 is particularly simple in
that there is only one possible counterterm which is of the form F 3. The coecient of this single
term could be determined from any of the (non-zero) one-loop amplitudes and could depend upon
the particle content of the theory in a non-trivial way. However, this simplies as can be seen by
looking at the amplitude A4(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+). As discussed above, this amplitude vanishes in any
supersymmetric theory, and since the F 3 counterterm is non-vanishing for this amplitude its coe-
cient must vanish in any supersymmetric theory. (The amplitudes corresponding to this counterterm
in D = 6 appear when considering higher derivative theories in D = 4 [20].) This simplies the
amplitude considerable when using a supersymmetric decomposition where the contributions from
the supersymmetric multiplets vanish.
In D = 6 we can consider the N = 2 multiplet (which is the reduction of the D = 10;N = 1














Inverting these relationships gives,
A
[V ]





4 −AN=14 − 2A[S]4
(3:13)
Although the amplitudes AN=24 and A
N=1
4 are non-vanishing for general helicities they have no ultra-
violet innities by the above argument. If our theory has Nv vector particles, Nf fermions and Ns
complex scalars, the counterterm will be proportional to
2Nv − 2Nf + Ns (3:14)
or equivalently
NB −NF (3:15)
where NB is the total number of bosonic degrees of freedom and NF is the total number of fermionic
degrees of freedom. Therefore, in D = 6, it is possible to determine the entire counterterm structure
by examining the contributions to the amplitudes from scalar particles circulating in the loop.
Using the string based rules, or other techniques, one can obtain the complete set of amplitudes
and extract the innities, giving
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Comparing the one-loop innity from any of the non-zero amplitudes with an amplitude calculated
from the F 3 term we can determine the D = 6 counterterm structure to be















This is for adjoint particles only, if we have nf representations of fundamental particles the factor
Nc is replaced by nf . The counterterm obviously vanishes in a supersymmetric theory or in any
theory where the number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom are equal and then the theory
is one-loop nite.
Counterterms in D = 8: The D = 8 case is more complex than the D = 6 case, for there are four

































These are linearly independent and give a general counterterm of the form,
c1G1 + c2G2 + c3G3 + c4G4 (3:19)
Calculating with this general counterterm will give expressions for the amplitudes. For example, in
the all-plus case we have,
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From this we can see that it will be necessary to evaluate more than a single amplitude in order to
determine the entire counterterm structure.
For the dierent contributions circulating in the loop we can consider the simple supersymmetric








This is the only supersymmetric contribution, however, it is still useful to separate a \scalar" part










4 = −4A[S]4 + A[F−S]4
(3:22)













Calculating the entire set of amplitudes, we have innities which are summarised in table 1. We nd







































4G1 + 8G2 − 2G3 −G4

(3:24)








t8  F 4 (3:25)
where the tensor t8 appears in several contexts related to string theory and is dened in equa-
tion 9.A.18 of reference [3]. These counterterms do not vanish for a supersymmetric theory, nor is












Counterterms in D = 10: The D = 10 case is even more complex, for there are seven possible
linearly independent counterterms of the form D2F 4,
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420su 0 0 0
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For the dierent contributions circulating in the loop we can consider the simple supersymmetric
















4 = −4A[S]4 + A[F−S]4
(3:29)
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4 . The innities for the entire set
of amplitudes are shown in tables 2 and 3 and these give rise to the following counterterms,
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Table 2: The 1= innities for the four-point one-loop gluon amplitudes in D = 10.














































Table 3: The amplitudes in D = 10 involving purely (D − 4) dimensional helicities.







4H1 + 2H2 + 6H3 + 15H4 − 12H7








64H1 + 212H2 + 96H3 − 21H4 − 63H5 − 45H6 + 24H7

















4 (H1 + H2 + H3)− (H4 + H5 + H6)

(3:30)
The supersymmetric amplitude has, again, been calculated previously [13]. If we had been using
a cut-o regularisation scheme we would have expected a counterterm of the form 2F 4 and then
compatability with maximal supersymmetry would force the F 4 to be of the unique form t8 F 4. In
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t8 D2F 4 (3:31)
where


























































4 (H1 + H2 + H3)− (H4 + H5 + H6)

(3:32)
This is, necessarily, compatable with supersymmetry. As one can see the covariant derivatives, Dc,
are contracted with each other and the tensor linking the four eld strengths, Fab, is t8. The innity
for maximal supersymmetry can be written as
 stAtree  (s + t) (3:33)
and extending this expression to the case where the tree amplitudes are for external gluons and/or
gluinos will generate the full quartic component of the counterterm. Again these counterterms
are non-vanishing and so for both the D = 8 and D = 10 cases a larger symmetry group than
supersymmetry is required to produce a nite one-loop theory.
Massive Case: For situations where the ultra-violet divergences are stronger than logarithmic, the
innity can depend upon the mass of the particle circulating in the loop. In such cases cancellation
of divergences can be complicated and do not have obvious solutions. To illustrate this, consider
a massive complex scalar circulating in the loop for the amplitude A[S,m]4 (1
+; 2+; 3+; 4+), where
the superscript now denotes the mass of the scalar. This amplitude can be calculated by a simple















where 2 are the D − 4 components of the loop momentum integral. Since the external momenta
are in four dimensions, in all the propagators  will appear simply as 2,
1
(p − k1 − k2)2 =
1
p2 − 2p  (k1 + k2) + (k1 + k2)2 =
1
p2[4] − 2p[4]  (k1 + k2) + (k1 + k2)2 − 2
(3:34)
where p[4] denotes the four dimensional components of p. In the massive case, the m2 and 2 will
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where all the integrals are now massive scalar box integrals,















[−sa1a3 − ta2a4 + m2]4−D/2
(3:36)
Evaluating these integrals gives the following divergences
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= A[S] D=6−24 (1
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= A[S] D=10−24 (1



















The counterterm for D = 6 is unaected by the change from massless to massive scalar, while the
counterterms for D = 8 and 10 are now of the general form
D = 8 : g4F 4 + m2g3F 3
D = 10 : g4D2F 4 + m2g4F 4 + m4g3F 3
(3:39)
4 Conclusions
In this letter we have evaluated physical on-shell amplitudes and determined the counterterm struc-
ture for higher dimensional Yang-Mills. The availability of specialised modern techniques for calcu-
lating on-shell loop amplitudes makes this a more ecient technique than the tradition approach of
evaluating smaller point o-shell functions.
Since higher dimensional Yang-Mills is a gauge theory with a dimensionfull coupling constant
we expect many of the structures we obtained to arise in a similar manner for gravity calculations.
With increasing dimension the complexity of the counterterm structure increases signicantly and
the possibilities of obtaining a nite predictive theory are more restrictive, probably requiring the
existance of a much larger symmetry group, such as the symmetries of string theory. Supersymmetry,
in itself, is not enough to provide these symmetries.
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